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2 BEDROOM  APARTMENT 
82 sqm + 35 SQM terrace

ETERNAL PANORAMIC VIEW
Surrounded by a Vineyard 

PRIVATE GATE aND ENTRY 
INTERCOM, MOTION ACTIVATED LIGHTS

SMART HOME SYSTEM 
LIGHTS, BLINDS AND THERMOSTAT

OUTDOOR SURVeILLANCE CAMERA 
NIGHT VISION AND RECORDING

SECURITY SYSTEM  
MOTION AND OPENING SENSORS

CALL US: +36 20 360 3161          NO AGENTS, THANK YOU!

Perfect location
CITY CENTER 15 MIN AWAY

CIRCULATION HEATING
RADIATOR + UNDERFLOOR HEATING

AIRconditioning
LOW NOISE, HEPA FILTER SYSTEM

BUDGET FRIENDLY LIVING
INSULATION, MODERN WINDOWS

Budapest Hungary

310.000 EUR

FULLY FURNISHED
ALL MAIN FURNITURE INCLUDED

BUILT-IN SOUND SYSTEM
voice controlled via alexa



Location
The apartment is located at the border of the 11th district of 
Budapest and Budaörs on top of Tűzkő hill. It is just a ten-minute 
bus ride from the Metro 4 Kelenföld Railway Station, one of Buda’s 
busiest transportation hubs. From here, you can easily reach not 
only the city centre, but also Western Hungary and Vienna by train 
or coach. Just five minutes away by car you can find a wide range of 
shops just off the M1 and M7 motorways, including Tesco, Auchan, 
Media Markt, IKEA, Decathlon and Praktiker. The motorways are 
close, but you can not hear them! Just a few minutes walk from 
the Rupphegy conservation area at the meeting point of the 
Spanyolrét and Madárhegy areas of Újbuda. The scenic location 
has a spacious layout and offers panoramic views of the Buda 
hills. Here you will find clean air, landscaped gardens and true 
suburban harmony.

ABOUT
The House was built in 1994. It is the 
only residental building in the area 
with 3 apartments on 3 separate floors.  
Our flat is the one on the ground floor 
and is the only one which has access to 
the garden. The flat was fully renovated 
1 year ago. Surrounding plots are 
uninhabited since it is a scenic vineyard. 
With the separated entry living here is a 
very private experience. 

CALL US: +36 20 360 3161          NO AGENTS, THANK YOU!
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Living room
As we step into the apartment 
the living room opens up from 
the entrance hall. With an open 
space dining area and kitchen 
there is a great sense of space. 
The custom made ethanol 
fireplace gives you warm fuzzy 
feelings in transitional seasons.

KITCHEN AND DINING ROOM
The mini bar island provides extra storage and 
hidden countertop space. Below you can find a large 
dishwasher.  There is a lot of space in the kitchen 
cabinets and they are equipped with internal lighting, 
which includes a rotatable corner section. Under 
the kitchen hood you will find a stove with four 
gas burners plus an extra large electric grill plate.  
On the left side there is a built-in microwave, oven, 
refrigerator and freezer.
An art-deco chandellier is the highlight of the room.  
Every single light in the apartment is equipped with 
modern LED technology. 

Bedroom 
A room of light with 6 large windows 
and thanks to the automatic blinds 
it is the perfect place to relax after a 
long day. All you need to say is: ”Alexa, 
good night!” and lights will turn off, the 
blinds will go down and the night lamp 
will turn on which will turn off after 30 
minutes. 

The room has direct access to the 
terrace and an amazing view. There 
are two large wardrobes with sliding 
doors which both have plenty of space. 

Bedroom 2 | NURSERY | OFFICE BATHROOM & TOILET
The second bedroom is currently 
used as a study but has plenty of 
space for a king size bed as well.

#NOFILTER #BETTERINREALLIFE #REALPHOTO #DREAMHOME

Luxurious facuets, a huge corner tub, handmade  ceramic 
italian sink with the wooden wall plating creates an ultimate 
5* spa experience. 

#VIEWFROMBED
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